A method to characterize the passive elasticity in contracting muscle bundles.
There is concern among researchers whether the passive muscle properties, characterized by purely passive material testing procedures, are an appropriate representation of the actual passive component of the muscle. This aspect is of particular importance in the biomechanical analysis of heart muscle response where it is generally agreed that the so-called parallel elasticity cannot be ignored as is done justifiably in the analysis of skeletal muscle response. In the present article, a method of quantifying the passive elasticity in contracting muscle bundles is presented. The method consists of imposing isometric transients (such as the quick-stretch or quick release) on a muscle bundle during the contraction phase and observing the differences in decayed force levels between a normal twitch and that of a perturbed twitch. The proposed method provides a means of obtaining useful passive properties from contracting muscle bundles and circumvents the difficulty of having to characterize muscle properties from separate experiments on quiescent muscle bundles.